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Introduction:

- Ahsania Mission Book Distribution House (AMBDH) established in 1995 with a view to providing education services amongst the literate section of the population in Bangladesh.
- AMBDH is one of the Largest Distributors and Suppliers of Foreign Books in Bangladesh.
It is not a typical commercial enterprise, rather it works as a social service entity by facilitating the local readers of books published aboard to have rather easy access which would have been difficult for them otherwise.

Foreign Book Procurement within the fastest possible time is one of the key activities of AMBDH where all most all the big institution Libraries confidently rely on for this service.

Our Prime Job

AMBDH is one of the leading importers & distributors of foreign books in Bangladesh. Making available of books published in abroad as well as in Bangladesh. We also provide one stop service of procuring Bangladeshi Books of assorted publishers. AMBDH has also started serving e.books (Foreign) in the institution level. We also visit International Book Fair.

Who we serve:

- Institution Libraries
- University Teachers, Researchers, Students
- Security Professionals
- Health Professionals
- Law Professionals
- Technical Education Professionals
- Fine Arts & Music Professionals
- English Medium School Students & Teachers
- General Readers: Fiction, Non-fiction, religious etc.
- Retail Book Sellers
Broad Subject Categories of Books AMBDH Provide with:

**Social Sciences:** Anthropology, Philosophy, Politics & International Relations, Criminology, Education, History, Language, Linguistics, Development, Studies, Law etc.

**Science:** Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Statistics etc.

**Biological Science:** Genetics, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Zoology, Microbiology, etc.

**Earth & Environmental Science:** Geography, Environment, Disaster Science, Soil & Water, Geology, Oceanography, etc.

**Business:** Management, Finance, Banking, Marketing etc.

**Engineering:** Civil, Mechanical, Aeronautical, Marine, Architecture, Chemical, Textile, Urban & Regional Studies, CSE, EEE, IPE, Glass & Ceramics etc.

**Health Science:** Pharmacy, Medicine, Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry, Surgery, Oncology, Obs. & Gyn, Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Cardiology, Dermatology, Anesthesia, ENT, Dentistry etc.

**Agriculture:** Agronomy, Entomology, Botany, Horticulture, Soil Science, Fisheries, Veterinary, Genetics & Plant Breeding, Dairy & Poultry Science etc.

**Fine Arts:** Drawing & Painting, Crafts, Sculpture, Print Making, Ceramics, Oriental Art etc.

Text & Subject Reference books of Play Group to O & A Level.

AMBDH is closely associated with all most all the reputed International Academic Publishers:

**UK Publishers:** More Than 30

**USA Publishers:** More Than 20

**Germany Publisher:** More Than 10

**Indian Publishers:** More Than 40
Major Institutions We Serve: More Than 50

- Dhaka University
- Khulna University
- Shahjalal University of Science & Technology (SUST),
- Bangladesh University of Engineering Technology (BUET)
- Bangladesh Textile University
- Sher-e-Bangla Agricultural University
- Sylhet  Agricultural University
- Defence Service Command & Staff College

- National Defence College,
- Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST)
- Bangladesh University of Professional (BUP)
- Bangladesh Army
- Bangladesh Air Force
- Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR)
- Bangladesh National Scientific and Technical Documentation Centre (BANSDOC)

- Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Maritime University (BSMRMU)
- Islamic University of Technology (IUT), Gazipur
- Dhaka University of Engineering & Technology (DUET), Gazipur
- Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Agricultural University (BSMRAU)
- Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU), Mymensingh
- Khulna University of Engineering & Technology (KUET)

- Rajshahi University of Engineering & Technology (RUET)
- Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (CVASU)
- Mawlana Bhashani Science and Technology University (MBSTU)
- National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases (NICVD)
- National Institute of Cancer Research & Hospital (NICRH)
- Bangladesh Oceanographic Research Institute
National Institute of Diseases of the Chest and Hospital (NIDCH)
Central Public Library, Shahabagh, Dhaka
International Islamic University Chittagong (IIUC)
Southeast University
North South University
BPATC, Savar
Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management
Bangladesh Institute of Capital Market (BICM)

Books Published for the Primary Level
Edited by AMBDH Team:

1. My Complete Book of Rhymes
2. My Complete Book of Rhymes Book-1
3. My Complete Book of Rhymes Book-A
4. My Complete Book of Rhymes Book-B

AMBDH Outlets known as BOI-BAZAAR
* Boi-Bazaar, Dhanmondi, Dhaka
* Boi-Bazaar AUST Campus, Tejgoan, Dhaka
* Boi-Bazaar AMC Campus, Mirpur, Dhaka

5. Amar Oa, Aa, Ka, Kha
6. Amar Prothom Bangla Pora
7. My Book of A B C D
8. My Book of Numbers 1-50
9. My Book of Numbers 1-100
Future Plan:

- Holding stock of key foreign titles for whole selling & Library Supply.
- Going for Big & Aggressive Tender Bidding.
- Buying or renting Book Shops at the Market Place.
- Import of Education Related Stationeries.

Conclusion:

- More than 18 years BDH has been doing his business almost without investment because of the credit facilities we have with the abroad publishers. Each & every credit accounts has it's limit & duration. Because of investment insecurity & non conducive business environment for fair business we are bit reluctant of going beyond the limit.

Beside all the limitation BDH has been a self dependent business unit of DAM since 2002. More over we have been contributing to DAM general fund whatever might be the amount.
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